The Ross Valley Flood Protection and Watershed Program
Purpose of the Principles
During the course of the Ross Valley Watershed Program development, several clarifying and guiding
principles and goals have surfaced through interactions with the community and policy makers. A list
of specific core principles is developed to serve in guiding decision making at the program level. At
the program level, broad decisions on policy, implementation order, and funding strategies keep the
program on track to achieve the long term goals.

Principles of the Program
















Time is of the Essence – Reducing flood risk in the Ross Valley as soon as possible is of the
highest importance consistent with the following principles
Broad Benefit – Strive to provide wide, regional benefit in project selection and
implementation order in balance with economic feasibility
Watershed Approach – Integrated Approach – The program holds that solutions to
reducing flood risk lie in both multi‐jurisdictional collaboration and viewing the
watershed as a system
Stakeholder Engagement ‐ Include Stakeholders in the planning and implementation
process through public outreach and coordination with community leaders
Transparency – Engage the community by providing opportunities for public input and by
providing information via public meetings, the program website, publications, and the media
Multi Objective/Multi Benefit ‐ The Integrated Regional Water Management (IRWM)
approach looks to create multi‐benefit projects. It is the national and international model
and is what is being supported and encouraged through funding at the state, federal, and
international levels
Preserve And Protect The Natural Environment – The program will seek to conserve
natural resources and look for opportunities to improve the environment in planning and
implementing flood control projects
Maximize Benefit At Minimum Cost – Baseline Projects, the US Army Corps of Engineers’
project, and dredging of the lower channel were selected as first priority projects in the 10
Year Work Program to provide a benefit to the largest number of residents and to take
advantage of known, available grant funds. As grants are secured for these measures, funds
will be available for other measures
Protect – Do No Harm – Potential significant impacts from implementation of any
measure or project will be addressed through appropriate and approved mitigation
measures during the design phase and the environmental review and permitting process
through consultations with the community and state and federal resource agencies
Aggressively Pursue Funding Opportunities ‐ Projects and measures will be developed to







“grant ready” status. Grant funding of at least 70% of the project’s estimated cost will be
pursued
Project Progress – Since time is of the essence, once projects are developed to “grant
ready” status, the District will seek the recommendation of the Advisory Board on whether
to continue to wait until 70% in grant funds are secured or to proceed to the next phase of
the project, e.g., CEQA and Permitting
Flood Zone 9 Fee Eligibility – Elements of a project or measure that are in compliance with
the Flood Zone 9 Fee Ballot language are eligible for Flood Zone 9 funding. Elements that
are not eligible will require other funding sources
Incorporate the Program Measures into jurisdictional Capital Improvement Plans –The
participating towns should include flood reduction measures proposed for their jurisdiction in
their town’s CIP document

